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Abstract

This paper introduces a database of freely available
stereo-3D content designed to facilitate research in
stereo post-production. It describes the structure and
content of the database and provides some details
about how the material was gathered. The database
includes examples of many of the scenarios character-
istic to broadcast footage. Material was gathered at
different locations including a studio with controlled
lighting and both indoor and outdoor on-location sites
with more restricted lighting control. The database
also includes video sequences with accompanying 3D
audio data recorded in an Ambisonics format. An in-
tended consequence of gathering the material is that
the database contains examples of degradations that
would be commonly present in real-world scenarios.

This paper describes one such artefact caused by un-
even exposure in the stereo views, causing saturation
in the over-exposed view. An algorithm for the restora-
tion of this artefact is proposed in order to highlight the
usefulness of the database.

1 Introduction

The commercial success of productions like Avatar1

has confirmed the public demand for stereo-3D cin-
ema. Advances in digital post-production, projection
and camera technologies have made acquiring con-
sistently high quality stereoscopic footage realisable

1http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2010/
may/05/news-corp-boosts-quarterly-profits
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[Hor08]. The success of the Ocula suite of plugins2

has demonstrated the enabling role of image process-
ing techniques for the post-production of stereo-3D
cinema. The addition of an extra view in the pipeline
brings with it the extra challenges of processing twice
the amount of data as well as synchronising effects
between the two stereo views. However, it also af-
fords many opportunities for the development of new
technologies when it is considered that there are now
two largely views (i.e. the views have a high mutual
information [Sha48]) of an object that are temporally
synchronised and so are unencumbered with the issues
associated with object motion between neighbouring
frames of a video.

A quick glance at the Ocula toolset reveals many of
the tasks important in the post-production of stereo-
scopic content. The first issue to note is the need
for colour balancing between the two stereo views.
Colour imbalances arise due to differing polarisations
of cameras, differing camera sensor characteristics or
differences between the camera lens settings. Another
important task is stereo pair rectification [HZ03, Ch.
11 p. 302] which removes the vertical disparity caused
by either physical misalignment of the cameras or the
keystoning effect. Perhaps the most critical task un-
dertaken is the process of disparity estimation which,
amongst other things, allows for editing of depth and
enables the creation of virtual views. However, this
merely represents the tip of the iceberg in terms of the
potential of stereoscopic post-production tools.

Access to typical footage is needed to allow re-
searchers to better understand the technical challenges
involved in post-production. However, content cre-
ators are reluctant to share their content and, conse-
quently, a lack of access to content is a roadblock to

2http://www.thefoundry.co.uk/products/
ocula/
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Figure 1: An example of the problem of stereo-view
saturation. The images show the stereo pair for this
frame after colour correction described in [PK07] is
applied. The left view is saturated in the reflected re-
gion on the sphere and in the background sky.

research. To date, there is no existing stereo or multi-
view database specifically designed to meet the needs
of research into post-production technologies. The
well established Middlebury database [SS02] is used
as a benchmark for quality assessment of disparity es-
timation algorithms but is limited to still stereo pairs.
Other databases exist for performing perceptual qual-
ity experiments of stereo video [GSE10, mob13], hu-
man interaction [HKL06, GKH+09] or in the field of
stereo video coding [SMM+09].

This paper introduces a database of stereo-3D video
designed to address this issue and is freely available
for research purposes. It aims to provide representa-
tive examples of footage generated during a typical
production. The database consists of sequences shot
in a number of different settings, both indoors and out-
doors, under controlled and uncontrolled lighting con-
ditions. It also contains footage shot from a fixed rig
on a tripod as well as footage from a steadicam rig.

We have also added B-Format Ambisonic Record-
ings to some of the stereo video sequences. Developed
in the early seventies by [Ger73], Ambisonics the-
ory models the soundfield impinging on a sphere sur-
rounding the microphone as a weighted linear combi-
nation of a number spherical harmonic basis functions.
The use of Ambisonics ensures flexibility with multi-
channel loudspeaker systems (e.g. stereo, 5.1 surround
sound etc.) since the recording method is decoupled
from the reproduction format. It also presents some
advantages over pairwise-mixing based technologies,
most notably smooth, artefact-free continuous pan-
ning. The second addition to the database is inclusion
of sequences shot with a stereo mirror rig. This allows
recording of artefacts which are specific to sequences
shot on a mirror rig.

To show how we expect the database might be used
by researchers, this paper presents a restoration case-
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study using content from the database. We refer to the
stereo-artefact in question as stereo-view saturation.
This occurs when unbalanced aperture and gain set-
tings cause one of the views to be much brighter than
the other and this results in saturation in the brighter
view (See Figure 1). Much of the global brightness im-
balance can be corrected using a example-based colour
grading algorithm such as [PKD07, PK07]. However,
such a technique will not recover the high frequency
detail lost. In this paper we introduce an approach to
this problem of stereo-view saturation. It recovers the
missing detail using wavelet decompositions to trans-
fer high frequency information from the clean view to
the saturated view.

The rest of the paper is divided into two main parts.
First of all, the database is introduced. We describe the
technical aspects of the shoot and discuss the compo-
sition of each shot in the sequence. The second part
of the paper discusses the stereo-view saturation case-
study, outlining an algorithm for its restoration. We
then conclude by discussing the importance of dispar-
ity estimation to achieving a high quality restoration.

2 The Stereo-3D database

Execution of a variety of shooting scenarios is an es-
sential requirement for our database. One important
consideration is the choice of shooting location. This
has the obvious effect on the lighting conditions as
well as the degree of control over them. The database
consists of 3 broad categories of locations: in studio,
on-location indoors and on-location outdoors.

The studio location offers a greater degree of con-
trol over the lighting conditions. The studio used for
the shoot contained a lighting rig consisting of 8 650W
spot lights with a support frame suspended from the
ceiling on which the lights could be mounted. For the
indoor on-location sequences, shooting took place in-
side a pub. This presents a more challenging lighting
scenario. Pubs generally contain low levels of ambient
light and its tight confines permit only limited amounts
of additional lighting. Finally, a large portion of the
database is shot outdoors. The main difficulty here is
the changeable nature of the lighting conditions which
requires frequent changing of the camera exposure set-
tings.

The second requirement of the database is that it
consists of content that is interesting in the context of
post-production. In large part, this involves the repli-
cation of scenarios familiar to the post-production of

(a) Side-by-Side Rig (b) Mirror Rig

Figure 2: The two photos show the rig used to record
the sequences in the database. The interocular distance
and convergence point are changed by adjusting the
screws on the rig. On the mirror rig these settings are
changed by adjusting the screws for the horizontally-
mounted camera.

2D video. Challenging lighting conditions are one as-
pect of this, with the associated problems of colour-
grading and denoising of contrast enhanced video. An-
other important aspect is the class of motion estimation
or tracking and matting scenarios, and a particular fo-
cus was given to generate difficult content for these
applications. Finally, the database should contain sce-
narios and artefacts specific to stereo-3D video.

2.1 Equipment

The videos contained in the database were shot us-
ing two different stereo camera rigs. The majority of
the sequences were shot using a rig consisted of two
Iconix HD-RH1 cameras3 mounted on an Inition ‘bolt’
side-by-side adjustable rig4 (Fig. 2). The rig allows for
significant control over the camera geometry including
adjustment of the interocular distance, camera tow-in,
tilt and roll. The rig is mounted on either a tripod or
steadicam.

Two pairs of matching lenses were employed: a 4-
mm wide angle lens and an 8-mm lens used for close-
ups. Due to the camera control hardware being ex-
ternal to the actual camera casing and the small 1/3
inch camera sensor, it is possible to obtain interocular
distances using a side-by-side mounting less than that
over the average human interocular distance. Camera
Synchronisation is provided via a genlock signal gen-
erated by one of the camera control units. The data

3http://www.aerialcamerasystems.com/
all-acs-products/cameras-recorders/
iconix-hd-rh1-camera

4http://www.inition.co.uk/
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(a) Left View (b) Right View (c) Colour Corrected Right View

Figure 3: An example of the colour imbalance between the left and right views. (c) shows the right view after
colour using the Pitié and Kokaram algorithm [PK07].

itself was recorded using two separate Flash XDR5

units. It encodes the data using the XDCAM 4:2:2
“xd5e” codec at a bit rate of approximately 100 Mbps.
All of the footage gathered is 24-bit colour at a reso-
lution of 1920× 1080 pixels and at a frame rate of 25
fps progressive. The left and right sequences are also
embedded with matching timecodes to facilitate easy
temporal alignment of the two views.

The second rig used consists of two Sony PMW-
EX3 cameras mounted on a P+S Technik ’standard’
mirror rig. This rig allows for the adjustment of the
interocular distance and convergence point and can
achieve arbitrarily small interocular separations do to
the configuration of the camera in the rig. The cameras
have a 1/2 inch CMOS sensor and are both fitted with
a zoom lens with a focal length range of 5.8 to 81.2
mm. The recorded videos are synchronised by feeding
a genlock signal between the cameras. The video data
itself is recorded onto camera-mounted SxS cards. The
data is encoded to the MPEG-2 standard using a 4:2:0
variable bit rate encoder up to a maximum bit rate of
35 Mbps. Similarly to the side-by-side configuration
all sequences have a resolution of 1920× 1080 pixels
and at a frame rate of 25 fps progressive.

The interocular distance and convergence are the
two most important parameters affecting the sensation
of depth. Increasing the interocular distance scales up
the sensation of depth while adjusting the convergence
point effectively translates the scene along the depth
axis. Due to their importance, many modern camera
rigs employ motors to simplify and make more pre-
cise the adjustment of these settings. The design of
intuitive interfaces for their adjustment has received
some attention recently [HGG+11]. However, neither
the side-by-side nor mirror rig allow for motorised ad-
justment and so all adjustments were made manually.

5http://www.convergent-design.com

Although manual adjustment leaves more scope avail-
able for misalignment of the cameras, the database is
designed to capture many of these artefacts to facili-
tate the development of post-production techniques for
their removal and so automated control is not essential.

2.2 Set-up

The lighting setup was dictated by the choice of lo-
cation. For the sequences captured in-studio, studio
lighting was employed. As stated previously, the stu-
dio lighting setup consisted of 8 650W lights and an
above head height frame suspended from the ceiling
and a control panel that allowed the intensity of each
light to be adjusted individually. In contrast, additional
lighting in the on-location sites was more sparingly
used. In fact, no additional lighting was used in the
outdoor shots. For the indoor location, there was a lim-
ited amount of additional lighting provided by a 300W
spot and a 4-bank Kino Flo lighting fixture6.

The basic philosophy behind the studio lighting de-
sign was to illuminate the performance area from a
single key light and two diffuse fill lights to soften
shadows cast by the key. The diffuse lighting was pro-
vided by two of the 650W spot lights mounted at head
height at either end (ie. left and right from the camera
perspective) of the performance area, with a screen of
frosted glass placed in front of each light to provide
diffusion. The other lights are placed on the frame
suspended above the performance area. Their function
was primarily to provide the keylight, although some
were also used to provide additional illumination to
the backdrop.

The choice of camera mounting is another impor-
tant consideration. The database contains sequences
shot on rigs mounted on either a tripod or a steadicam.

6http://www.kinoflo.com
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The choice was often dictated by the confines of the lo-
cation or a desire for mobility. Furthermore, due to the
weight and size of the mirror rig, it is not possible to
use a steadicam with the rig. Other considerations are
the choice of focal lengths, choice of interocular dis-
tance, the focus of both cameras and the convergence
point of the two views. When using the Iconix cameras
on the side-by-side rig the 4mm lens was used for most
sequences, although the 8mm lens is used for some of
the close ups. The interocular distance is 35mm for all
the sequences. The focal length on the Sony EX3 cam-
eras mounted on the mirror rig is typically set manu-
ally by finding the most appropriate focal length for
the scene and carefully matching the focal lengths of
the cameras.

However, the method for setting the focus and con-
vergence point varied depending on the location. For
tripod-mounted shots, it was possible to fix the focus
range to the performance area. The convergence point
is then set to ensure that the action is perceived to take
place behind the plane of the screen when displayed.
This is achieved by placing some form of vertical rule
at the required convergence point and adjusting the in-
terocular distance and tow-in until there is zero dispar-
ity at the convergence point. Achieving such precise
settings for the focus and convergence is more diffi-
cult when the steadicam is used because the distance
to the closest object varies greatly. For the studio and
indoor on-location clips, the convergence point and fo-
cus and convergence point is set by making an edu-
cated guess of the minimum object distance. The con-
vergence point is set similarly for the outdoor shots.
However, the focus point of the two cameras is set to
near infinity to maximise the amount of the scene in
focus.

2.3 Colour Correction of the Database

Correcting colour imbalances between views is a com-
mon task when processing stereo video. After a
preliminary examination of the database, noticeable
colour distribution differences between stereo pairs
were observed in nearly every sequence shot. Colour
imbalances are generally caused by either differing
camera settings for each view or differing polarisations
of the incident light on each camera. The nature of
the colour imbalance varies depending on the cause.
Intuitively, camera settings differences cause a colour
imbalance that manifests as a global warping of the
colour distribution, as the spatial content of the views

is largely similar and the factors affecting the imbal-
ance are spatially invariant in nature. On the other
hand, polarisation differences create an imbalance that
is spatially varying. This difference affects the choice
of algorithm that should be employed.

Correction of such colour imbalances falls into
the category of example-based colour transfer prob-
lems, whereby the colour distribution of one image
is mapped onto that of another. First formulated in
[RAGS01] the problem has received much interest in
works such as [AK04, NN05, PKD07, PK07] 7. The
algorithm outlined by Pitié and Kokaram in [PK07]
is perhaps the most useful method to consider as it is
well suited to situations where the imbalance is global
in nature. It provides a linear transformation for colour
transfer based on a Monge-Kantorovich formulation of
the problem. Hence, it has nice monotonic properties.
For example, the brightest and darkest points remain
the brightest and darkest points after transfer. It is
also more computationally efficient and more robust
to artefacts when compared with the non-linear colour
transfer algorithm of [PKD07].

In the online database, the sequences have been
restored using the algorithm of Pitié and Kokaram
[PK07]. First of all the colour statistics of one of the
two views are chosen as a reference view that pos-
sesses the desirable distribution for the pair. The other
view is then modified to match the statistics of the
first while the first view remains unaltered. In order
to avoid high frequency flicker in the modified view
a fixed transformation is used for each frame in this
sequence. The first frame of each sequence is used to
estimate the transformation between the views and this
transformation is then applied to the remaining frames
of the sequence.

2.4 Ambisonics 3D Audio Recordings

The 3D Audio recordings in the database are pre-
sented in Ambisonics B-Format. Ambisonics attempts
to estimate the audio-induced pressure field defined on
a notional sphere surrounding the 3D microphone.In
[Ger73], Gerzon outlines a compact representation of
the pressure field as a linear combination of a limited
number of lower-order time-varying coefficients of a
spherical harmonic decomposition of the sound field.
The simplest representation of the soundfield that al-
lows localisation is known as first order Ambisonics
which uses the zeroth order and 3 first order spher-

7A more detailed treatment can be found in [PKD07]
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(a) bubbles (b) flame (c) steam (d) traffic

(e) lens distortion (f) kylemore (g) pub pour 1 (h) sparklers 1

Figure 4: Eight left view frames from different sequences in the database. The caption under each fame
indicates the value of the name id for each sequence.

ical harmonic coefficients only. This is also known
as B-format Ambisonics. The coefficients are repre-
sented as W, X, Y and Z channels. The W channel
corresponds to an audio signal recorded with a micro-
phone that has an even gain in all directions (the ze-
roth order harmonic). The X, Y and Z channels each
correspond to an audio signals recorded with a figure-
of-eight response (the first order harmonics or velocity
components) that record sound along front-back, left-
right and vertical axes respectively.

The main strength of Ambisonics over other sur-
round sound formats is its ability to pan the sound
smoothly around the listener without audible artefacts
like comb filtering. This is because in Ambisonics ev-
ery speaker contributes to the localisation of the sound
field at all times. This is in contrast to the pairwise
mixing technique in which only a subset of the speak-
ers contribute and so, as sound sources pan, differ-
ent speakers will switch on and off. Audio recorded
in the Ambisonics format also gives superior local-
isation of sounds to the back and especially to the
sides [Ger85]. Furthermore, the B-Format specifica-
tion is completely independent of speaker layout, un-
like other popular multichannel microphone array con-
figurations [The00]. A dedicated Ambisonics decoder
allows the B-Format audio to be converted into the ap-
propriate speaker signals on-site. This allows the cus-
tomised rendering of the audio for optimal playback
depending on the shape of the room and number of
speakers. Furthermore, if a decoder is not available,
it is possible to pre-convert the B-Format audio into

other surround sound formats such as stereo or 5.1 sur-
round.

Two different recording devices attached to the
stereo rig were used to generate the audio contained
in the database. For the scenes that were recorded
in the studio, a SoundField MK5 System was used
to capture the audio signals. This SoundField mi-
crophone uses four closely spaced cardioid or sub-
cardioid microphone placed at the corners of a tetra-
hedron [Ger75]. For the other locations a Zoom H-2
recorder8 was used. This recorder contains front and
rear facing stereo microphones and post-processing al-
lows the signals from both these microphones to be
converted into B-Format Ambisonics. However, it
is not possible to create a Z channel with the Zoom
recorder and consequently only sound sources on the
horizontal plane can be localised. An additional au-
dio channel recorded with a shotgun microphone9 is
recorded for the studio sequences that contain dia-
logue. This data can be mixed with the Ambisonics
channels to obtain a more defined dialogue signal.

2.5 Structure of the Database

As stated in section 2.1, the recording devices used
encode the video data in compressed video formats.
In order to make them freely available, the sequences

8http://ambisonic.info/zoomh2.html
9A Sennheiser K6 was used.

http://en-de.sennheiser.com/
modular-microphone-system-k-6
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are converted into LZW-compressed indexed tiff se-
quences. For each sequence, the database contains
both the original and colour corrected versions.

At the highest level, sequences are organised
according to the stereo rig with which they were
shot. Each category is then sub-divided into se-
quences which have accompanying audio and
those that have not. At the bottom level, files
are named according to the following convention
“name.location.rig.mount.processing.view.dddd.tiff”.
Here, the name is a unique identifier for each se-
quence. The location string represents the location
where the sequence is shot and can have a value of
“std” for the studio location, “ind” for the indoor
on-location set and “otd” for the outdoor sequences.
The rig and mount ids describe the video capture
equipment used. Rig is either “sbs” for the side-by-
side rig or “mir” for the mirror rig and mount is either
“fix” for a fixed camera or “scm” for a steadicam
mounted camera. The processing string dictates what
degree of processing applied to the sequence and
can have a value of “raw” for the original shots and
“col” for colour corrected sequences. Finally, the
view represents the individual stereo views (left or
right) and “dddd” is a 4 digit frame number. For
example “tree.sbs.otd.scm.raw.left.0024.tiff” is the
unprocessed left view of frame 24 of the tree sequence
which has shot outdoors on a steadicam mounted side
by side stereo rig.

Where audio accompanies the video sequences,
each channel of the B-Format data is placed in a sep-
arate file. The file format used is the uncompressed
wav format. The files have 24 bits per sample and a
sampling rate of 48 kHz. The file-naming convention
used is “name.channel.wav” where name matches the
name id for the video sequence. The channel id refers
to the audio channel and its possible values are “W”,
“X”, “Y”, “Z” and “Shotgun”. We also provide Mat-
lab files that allow conversion of the B-Format files so
that can be played in stereo and on a 5.1 array.

If the reader wishes to access the database, then con-
tact David Corrigan or Anil Kokaram at the email ad-
dresses given in contact information on the first page
of this paper. Alternatively, information for gaining
access to the database can be found at http://www.
sigmedia.tv/StereoVideoDatabase.

2.6 Aspects of the Database

The frames shown in Figure 4 represent the breadth
of material contained in the database. Many of the
pictures shown represent a deliberate attempt to cap-
ture an element known to be challenging for post-
production. For example, the bubbles (Fig. 4a), flame
(Fig. 4b) and steam (Fig. 4c) sequences pose chal-
lenges due to the semi-transparent nature of the el-
ements which make them difficult applications such
as matting and disparity estimation. Several other se-
quences such as the traffic sequence (Fig. 4d) are in-
cluded as potential examples for rig removal [KCR05].
A sequence (Fig. 4e) is also included in the database
to highlight the significant lens distortion artefacts
caused by the small size of the camera sensors.

The database also represents a taxonomy of defects
potentially present in a stereo sequence. Some arte-
facts are present in nearly all of the sequences. For
example, the problem of colour imbalances has been
documented previously in this paper but others exist
such as image noise. Other artefacts are only appar-
ent in a limited number of sequences. These include
the common stereo-video artefacts of keystoning and
vertical disparity as well as other image artefacts. An
example of this artefact is the flare artefact present in
the sparklers sequence which manifests as a vertical
streak in the image. Another examples include stereo-
view saturation.

The sequences with accompanying audio contain
examples with varying degrees of dialogue and ambi-
ent sounds. Most dialogue heavy examples are con-
tained in the studio sequences. The sequences shot
outdoors contain more ambient noise. Some of these
sequences contain moving sound sources such as pass-
ing traffic and provide good examples of panning au-
dio sources. The mirror-rig sequences contain much
the same content and artefacts as the side-by-side rigs.
However, due to the action of the mirror there is a no-
table red-cast in one of the stereo views. The “drama”
sequence shot on the the mirror rig is an example of
a stereo sequence where one view is in focus and the
other is out of focus.

3 Case Study: Stereo-View Desatura-
tion

One of the features of the database is that it brings to
light some artefacts that are specific to stereo-3D se-
quences. One example of this is referred to here as
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stereo-view saturation (Figure 1). This artefact arose
due rapidly changing lighting conditions when film-
ing outdoors (from overcast to rain to bright sunshine)
which required frequent changing of the aperture sizes
of the lenses. This resulted in a mismatch of the
aperture settings of the two cameras, resulting in un-
even exposures and saturation or burn-out in the over-
exposed view. In this section we present a simple al-
gorithm to restore this artefact which demonstrates the
usefulness of the database for research in stereo-3D
post-production.

In the 2D world, it would be impossible to recover
the saturated detail without resorting to some form of
texture transfer or synthesis (for example [EF01]) or
image inpainting ([BSCB00, PGB03]). However, if
it is assumed that most of the saturated detail can be
seen in the other stereo view, and that a reliable esti-
mate of the disparity estimate can be obtained, then it
is reasonable to suggest that the missing detail can be
transferred from the unaffected view. This observation
forms the basis to our approach.

The stereo disparity model is represented by the fol-
lowing equation

Isat(x) = Iref(x+ d) (1)

where Isat is the view where the saturation occurs and
Iref is the other stereo view, and is referred to here as
the reference view. d represents a per-pixel disparity
vector field that maps pixels from the saturated to the
reference view. The saturated image, Isat also obeys
the following corruption model

Isat(x) = (1− α(x))Îsat(x) + α(x)Csat (2)

where Îsat is the uncorrupted value of Isat, Csat is a
constant saturation colour and α is a matte of the sat-
urated areas. It is apparent that Equation (2) closely
resembles the matting equation or a model for missing
data treatment, however, there are some important dif-
ferences. First of all, saturation does not occur evenly
in the 3 colour channels (the red channel could have
more saturation than the blue), so Equation (2) should
in theory be applied separately to each colour chan-
nel, although in our approach a joint α over the three
colour channels is considered. Secondly, unlike the
matting equation, the “foreground” or “replacement
noise” Csat is a constant value. It will also be the max-
imum value allowed in each colour channel. Further-
more, Csat is related to the dc solution in the saturated
region and so, unlike the missing data case, it need not

be considered as a replacement noise process. There-
fore, to recover the missing detail only the mid to high
frequency content needs to be copied from the refer-
ence view.

In this paper, we use the wavelet transform to
perform the data fusion. The wavelet transform is
suited to this task because it allows the transfer high
frequency information while preserving the low fre-
quency information. Indeed, similar image decompo-
sitions have been used to solve the related problem of
image fusion [MKR07, BK93, GVWD06]. we adopt
the Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DTCWT)
[Kin01] to perform the detail transfer. The advantage
of the DTCWT is that it can achieve approximate shift
invariance with only limited redundancy. The shift in-
variance property ensures that coefficients can be in-
terpolated to a high degree of fidelity. It is this prop-
erty of the DTCWT that has given it a wide relevance
in many image processing applications including mo-
tion estimation [MK98].

In summary, there are three main aspects to this
problem: disparity estimation, detection of the satu-
rated regions and then transfer of the texture details
from the reference to saturated views. The disparity
field d can be estimated from many of the myriad al-
gorithms proposed in the literature [SS02] and, as al-
ready outlined, a wavelet based approach is used to
perform the detail transfer. In addition, we outline an
automatic technique to detect saturated regions based
on simple thresholding and morphological operations.
The remaining sections of this paper discusses these
aspects in details and also outlines the other operations
performed during the restoration.

3.1 Sequence Pre-Processing

The first stage of processing is a global correction per-
formed using the algorithm outlined in [PK07]. The
process is applied in much the same way as it is for
the other sequences on the database. However, care
is taken to ensure that the colour palette of the satu-
rated view is mapped to that of the reference view as
a reverse mapping would mean that intensities in the
reference view would be mapped to values outside the
valid range. A consequence of this operation is that
the colour of the saturated region is shifted such that
its value is no longer the the maximum value of the in-
tensity range (eg. 255 for an 8-bit range), and this can
be seen in Figure 1.

The remaining pre-processing stages are concerned
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(a) Disparity (Low Smooth-
ness)

(b) Disparity (High Smooth-
ness)

(c) Restoration using the Low
Smoothness Field

(d) Restoration using the
High Smoothness Field

Figure 5: Top Row - An example of the right to left
disparity for one frame of the sphere sequence. The
red box highlights the field in the saturated region.
Since there are no texture features to track in the satu-
rated region, the disparity field is erratic (a). However,
increasing the disparity smoothness parameter does a
good job of filling in the field in the saturated region
(b). For more complex surfaces than a sphere, increas-
ing smoothness may not be sufficient.

tackling the first aspect of our problem, namely the es-
timation of disparity between the two views. However
before disparity estimation is performed the stereo
pair is rectified, ensuring that all stereo correspon-
dences will lie along horizontal lines (ie. d is a scalar
field). Here, the “VerticalAligner” Ocula plugin is
used to perform the rectification10. The disparity field
d is then estimated from the rectified pair using the
“DisparityGenerator” plugin11. This is further com-
pounded when burnout is present, since the texture
content in the over-exposed and reference views is dif-
ferent. Hence the disparity estimation is an ill-posed
problem in saturated regions. Here, we mitigate this
problem by choosing a high spatial smoothness on the
disparity estimator. Thus, the disparities inside satu-
rated regions are typically interpolated from the val-
ues outside the saturated regions (See Figure 5). Ef-
fectively, the assumption is that the texture detail is
simply painted onto the surface of the saturated object.

10An alternative approach is described in [HZ03, ch. 11 p. 302]
11Much of the state of the art in this field is reference on the

Middlebury Database website [SS02]

(a) Matte before Morpho-
logical Filtering

(b) Matte after Morphologi-
cal Filtering

Figure 6: An example of the saturation matte after the
thresholding stage and after the morphological filter-
ing stage.

3.2 Detection of Saturated Regions

In this work, a simple approach to saturation detection
is adopted. The basic principle underlying our solu-
tion is that the saturated colour is the maximum inten-
sity value. Due the monotonicity property of [PK07],
the saturated regions in the colour spectrum will cor-
respond to the brightest point in the image. Since sat-
uration is not uniform across the colour channels, a
different saturation field αc for each colour channel c
is calculated according to

αc(x) =

{
1 Ĩcsat(x) = max(Ĩcsat)

0 otherwise
(3)

where Ĩcsat is the intensity of the colour-corrected and
rectified saturated view in colour channel c. The over-
all saturation field α is given by the per-pixel logical-
Or of the individual αcs.

Our tests have shown that choosing an aggressive
saturation matte which includes all saturated regions
as well as some unsaturated regions, results in fewer
artefacts in the restored view. This is achieved using
morphological operations. The operations applied are
a closing (7 × 7 square structural element) to fill in
holes in the saturated region, an opening (7× 7 square
structural element) to remove isolated false alarms in
the non-saturated regions and a dilation (15×15 square
structural element) to ensure that a buffer around the
saturated region is included in the matte. Figure 6
shows examples of saturation detection results using
this method.

3.3 Detail Transfer

As stated above, detail transfer is performed in the
wavelet domain using the DT-CWT. Initially, the dis-
parity compensated reference image Ĩref(x+d) is cal-
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culated in the image domain. Then, the saturated view
and the disparity compensated reference view are con-
verted into the wavelet domain by taking the L-level
DT-CWT giving low-pass bands Lsat and Lref and a set
of band-pass sub-bands Bl

sat and Bl
ref for l = 1, ..., L.

The wavelet coefficient of the restored sub-bands B̂l
sat

are given by

B̂l
sat(x) = (1− αl(x))B

l
sat(x) + αl(x)B

l
ref(x)

for l = 1, ..., L. (4)

In other words, the wavelet coefficients in the restored
view are a mixture of the coefficients from the unsat-
urated regions and interpolated coefficients from the
reference view in the saturated regions.αl is α down-
sampled by a factor of 2l. The restored image then
found taken the inverse transform consisting of the
low-pass band from the saturated image Lsat and the
restored B̂l

sat.
The major parameter choice is the number of DT-

CWT levels L that must be taken. If too few are taken
then some of the lower frequency detail will not be
transferred to the saturated view. If L is too high,
then the result is unnecessary computation. For the
sequences shown here, a perceptual evaluation found
that between 7 and 9 levels were sufficient in all cases.

3.4 Preliminary Evaluation

Three sequences12 of 50 frames each were processed
to remove saturation (Fig. 7). Two of these sequences
exhibit actual saturation in the left stereo view while
the left view of the third sequence was artificially sat-
urated by multiplying the pixel values by a constant.
Figure 8 provides a visual indication of the typical
result achieved after the DT-CWT transfer algorithm.
From a texture detail point of view, the restored image
compares well to the unsaturated view. It even man-
ages to resolve the fringing artefacts on the borders
of the saturated regions (eg. The top left corner of Fig.
8f). However, there is typically a low frequency colour
distortion present in the final result (Fig. 8c). This dis-
tortion is caused by the mixing of wavelet coefficients
from two images with slightly different colour distri-
butions.

As the induced colour imbalance is local rather than
global in nature, re-applying the algorithm of Pitié and

12Videos of the restored sequences can be found at
http://www.mee.tcd.ie/˜corrigad/research/
stereo_desaturation/

Kokaram will not remove the artefact. The block-
based correction provided in the “ColourMatcher” plu-
gin of Ocula is applied as a final restoration stage. Us-
ing a block size of 20 and the disparity estimate gener-
ated previously, the colour distribution of the restored
saturated image is matched to the distribution of the
reference view (See Fig. 10). Applying this correction
step almost completely removes the colour imbalance.
The true impact of the restoration becomes more ap-
parent when anaglyph representations of the restored
and original stereo pairs are examined (Figure 9). This
figure indicates a marked reduction in eye strain when
viewing the restored pair.

The main strength of the wavelet-based approach
is that it facilitates interpolation without prominent
seams at the matte boundary. This can be shown more
clearly when comparing it against interpolation in the
conventional image space. It can be seen from Fig-
ure 11 that interpolation in conventional image space
will leave seams along the matte boundary in places
where edges are not aligned accurately or where there
are slight colour differences between the two views.
Since low pass filters are used to reconstruct the image
from the wavelet coefficients, any seams will be fil-
tered but without any discernible softening of the im-
age.

3.5 Discussion

This work on stereo-view saturation is presented as
a case-study to show the potential usefulness of the
database. As such, the analysis proposed here repre-
sents an initial investigation into the problem. Accu-
racy of Disparity Estimation is an essential require-
ment for accurate restoration since accurate dispar-
ity estimation is assumed when interpolating between
views. In difficult areas for disparity estimation, such
as at depth discontinuities or in the saturated regions
themselves, artefacts tend to exist. This can be seen in
the example on the bottom row of Figure 7 in which
the tops of the fingers are smeared across the back-
ground due to a lack of resolution in the disparity field
at the depth discontinuity. The temporal consistency
of the restoration is also directly related to the tem-
poral consistency of the disparity field. Temporally
inconsistent disparity estimates result in a noticeable
temporal flickering effect in the restored sequences.
Furthermore, since texture detail is destroyed in satu-
rated regions, disparity estimation is inherently prone
to failure in these regions (Fig 5). In spite of this, it
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Figure 7: Restoration examples of four frames (one on each of the rows) from the three test sequences, where
the top three rows represent real examples from the database and the bottom row is from an artificially saturated
sequence. The left column shows the left saturated view and the middle column shows the restored result. For
the three real examples the rightmost column shows the right stereo view whereas the bottom right picture from
the artificially corrupted sequence is the original left view.

may still be possible to achieve a sufficiently accurate
disparity estimate. For the examples shown here, us-
ing a high spatial smoothness for the disparity estima-
tor of Ocula was sufficient to get a smooth field over
the saturated region. However, in general this is not
a safe assumption to make. A similar problem exists
in the missing data treatment algorithms described in
[Kok04], where the interpolated data and motion es-
timates are iteratively updated. Therefore, a solution
to saturation restoration which iterates between detail
interpolation and disparity may be possible.

Of course disparity estimation has a wider signifi-
cance to stereo-3D post-production, and is compara-
ble in importance to motion estimation for 2D post-

production. Much research effort has gone into de-
signing disparity estimation algorithms as can be seen
from the benchmarking on the Middlebury dataset
[SS02]. However, most of the state of the art focus on
a single stereo pair and does not consider the issue of
temporal consistency when performing disparity esti-
mation on sequences on stereo pairs. It is only recently
[BG09, KCN11] that the issue of temporal consistency
has started to be addressed. Clearly, this a major area
for future work in this field.
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(a) Saturated (Left) View (b) Reference (Right) View (c) Restored (Left) View

(d) Saturated (Left) View (e) Reference (Right) View (f) Restored (Left) View

Figure 8: Restored frames from two sequences after the wavelet interpolation stage ((c) and (f)). The detail in
the saturated regions is recovered well. Also the interpolation can recover some of the fine detail lost due to
the fringing of foreground objects in front of background regions saturated regions. However, the are some low
frequency colour fluctuations in the restored frames (eg. the blue tint on the sphere in (c)). These are removed
using a second re-colouring stage.

Figure 9: A stereo pair frame before (left) and after (right) restoration rendered in anaglyph form. The reflection
on the sphere appears better defined after restoration. Viewing it also results in less eye strain.
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Figure 10: The restored sphere before (left) and after
(final) colour correction using the block-based colour
matcher of Ocula. The colour distribution of the fi-
nal result closely resembles that of the reference view
(Fig. 8b).

Figure 11: The arrows in the left images highlight vis-
ible seams at the matte boundary when the data is in-
terpolated by copying pixels from the reference view.
The proposed wavelet based restoration (right) pro-
vides a seamless interpolation.

4 Final Remarks

In this paper, we have introduced a database designed
to provide free access to footage for researchers in-
terested in developing algorithms for stereo-3D post-
production. The database contains footage that covers
a range of scenarios encountered in a typical produc-
tion. Another goal is to uncover artefacts that may oc-
cur in such footage so that solutions to these problems
can be developed. The saturation of stereo views is an
example of such a problem and a simple restoration al-
gorithm was provided as a case-study of the potential
usefulness of this database.
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